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Joseph Ambrose, an 86-year-old 
WWI veteran, attends the 
dedication day parade for the 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in 
1982, holding the flag that 
covered the casket of his son, 
who had been killed in the 
Korean War.

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR 

SERVICE



I deeply appreciate the contributions of:

 Brigadier General Mike Caldwell
 David Drummond, PhD
 Major Connie Johnmeyer
 Linda Maddy, LiCSW
 Mandy Martin
 Miles McFall, PhD
 Lt. David Okada and the Salem Police Department
 James Sardo, PhD
 Major Tony Satterfield
 “Jim”



 Identify adaptations individuals make to a combat 
environment that may impact civilian-based 
assessment of violence risk

 Differentiate between types of violence
 Identify behaviors characteristic of the steps along 

the pathway to violence
 Illustrate concepts via detailed case study
 Employ strategies for interacting with returning 

soldiers that may increase the likelihood of positive 
outcomes—for everyone!



“What Is In This Talk For Me and Why 
Am I Listening To You???”





Examples from the 121 cases in which veterans of 
Iraq and Afghanistan committed a killing in this 
country, or were charged with one, after their 
return from war as reported in the New York 
Times, January 12, 2008

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2008/01/12/us/
20080113_VETS_DATABAE.html



Kevin M. Allen, an Army Guardsman 
who served in Iraq, was sentenced to 
three and a half years for motor 
vehicle homicide while under the 
influence. The accident killed Kristian 

O. Norman in Springfield, Mass., in 2005. Mr. 
Allen's lawyer told the court that Mr. Allen had 
developed a drinking problem after his tour of 
duty.



Jose Aguilar, a Camp Lejeune marine, 
pleaded guilty in November to 
second-degree murder in the 2006 
death of his son, Damien, who died 
from a blow to the head. At the time of 

the murder, Mr. Aguilar was still facing charges of 
felony child abuse from an earlier incident. Court 
proceedings in that case were delayed while Mr. 
Aguilar was deployed to Iraq for his second tour. The 
killing took place after he returned from Iraq. 



Rebecca Golden Braswell, a Navy 
Seabee who served in Iraq, is charged 
with the murder of her former 
husband, with whom she was in a 
bitter child custody dispute. A fellow 

Seabee is accused of firing the shot that killed the 
victim, John Marmo Jr., in Ventura County, Calif., in 
December 2006. Mr. Marmo was a Navy veteran. 

John Marmo Jr.



Specialist Brandon Bare, a soldier who saw fierce combat 
in Iraq, was sent home early after suffering head injuries 
from a grenade attack. He was placed in an intensive 
outpatient psychological treatment program, where he 
told counselors about the difficulty he was having 
controlling his anger toward his wife, Nabila Bare, 18. On 

July 12, 2005, after Mr. Bare saw his wife e-mailing another man, he 
stabbed her more than 71 times, carved a pentagram into her 
stomach and wrote a message with her blood on the refrigerator: 
"Satan said she deserved it." After confessing to Army investigators, 
Mr.  Bare was convicted of premeditated murder and sentenced to life 
with the possibility of parole. A military psychiatrist said Specialist Bare 
exhibited the symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder.  

The victim's parents -- her father was a soldier, too -- were angered by 
defense efforts to portray Specialist Bare as a scarred war veteran 
betrayed by his wife. "He is not a hero," said Irene Neverette, the 
victim's mother. "He is a monster, a criminal." 

Nabila Bare



Reported in the Columbian
http://columbian.com/article/20081009/NEWS02/710099949





“CANYON CITY – One of the first Iraq veterans in the U.S. – and the 
first in Oregon – to successfully claim post-traumatic stress 
disorder as a defense for murder was sentenced to the Oregon 
State Hospital on Monday instead of a nationally recognized 
veterans treatment center.”

December 7, 2009



Adam Mark Wehinger
34 years old



Thinking errors we are all likely to 
make just because we are human





The majority of returning soldiers 
integrate into their communities 

WITHOUT
violence





 Minimal or absent 
ANS arousal

 No conscious 
emotion

 Planned and/or 
purposeful violence  

 Intense ANS arousal
 Subj. exp. of 

emotion
 Reactive & 

immediate violence

X                                    X                                     X                                 X
Predatory Predatory/Affective Affective/Predatory Affective

J. Reid Meloy, 2006



 No or minimal 
threat

 Goal: many goals
 No displacement of 

target of violence 

 Perceived internal or 
external threat

 Goal: threat reduction
 Rapid displacement of 

the target of violence

X                                    X                                     X                                 X
Predatory Predatory/Affective Affective/Predatory Affective

J. Reid Meloy, 2006



 No time limit on 
behavior

 Preceded by private 
ritual

 Primarily cognitive

 Time-limited 
behavioral sequence

 Preceded by public 
posturing

 Primarily emotional

X                                    X                                     X                                 X
Predatory Predatory/Affective Affective/Predatory Affective

J. Reid Meloy, 2006



 Heightened and 
focused awareness

 Heightened and 
diffuse awareness

X                                    X                                     X                                 X
Predatory Predatory/Affective Affective/Predatory Affective

J. Reid Meloy, 2006



 Subjects who pose a threat may never 
make a threat

 Conversely, Subjects who make a 
threat may never pose a threat

 Consequently, threats should be 
treated as one of many Subject 
behaviors that need assessment



The occurrence of a particular 
behavior in a defined group of 
individuals during a specific 
period of time.



Violence Prediction

Yes No

Actual
Yes True Positive False Negative

Violence
No False Positive True Negative



 Contemporary Threat Management (CTM)
 F. Calhoun and S. Weston, 2003

 WAVR 21
 S.G. White and J.R. Meloy, 2007
 Workplace Assessment of Violence Risk

 HCR-20
 C.D. Webster, K.S. Douglas, D. Eaves, S.D. Hart, 

1997
 Correctional, Forensic and Civil Psychiatric 

Assessment of Violence Risk



 Subjects who engage in either 
impromptu [affective] or intended  
[predatory] violence must follow a path 
of certain behaviors

 The two paths have similarities and 
differences

 Since the steps along both paths are 
behaviors, they are recognizable

Calhoun and Weston, 2003
Contemporary Threat Management



Grievance

Ideation

Breach

Attack

Calhoun and Weston, 2003
Contemporary Threat Management



Grievance

Ideation

Research/Planning

Preparation

Breach

Attack

Calhoun and Weston, 2003
Contemporary Threat Management





Grievance

Ideation

Breach

AttackTell-Tale Signs of
Impromptu Grievance

• Demand for prompter, better 
service

• Demand for more or stronger 
medications

• Demand for respect
• Inflated desire for recognition 

of military service
• Belief government owes them
• Unrealistic or unrealizable 

expectations



Grievance

Ideation

Breach

AttackTell-Tale Signs of
Impromptu Ideation
 Agitated, angry behavior
 Foul, loud language
 Argumentative
 Won’t take “No” for answer
 Threats or threatening 

behavior
 Violence toward inanimate 

objects
 Under influence drugs or 

drink



Grievance

Ideation

Breach

AttackTell-Tale Signs of Impromptu 
Breach

 Move toward hospital 
employee

 Effort to overcome any barrier
 Refuse to leave when asked
 Refuse to wait in appropriate 

area



Grievance

Ideation

Breach

Attack



 Engage de-escalating behaviors
 Extricate from situation
 Call for assistance
 Employ verbal judo
 Exercise restraint
 Treat Unruly Individual with extreme courtesy 

and respect
 Offer alternatives to violence





Tell-Tale Signs of Intended Grievance
 Sense of injustice
 Belief benefits denied or delayed
 Previous episode of impromptu violence
 Owed exaggerated debt
 Desire for revenge
 Desire for recognition
 Exaggerated sense of loss

Grievance

Ideation

Research/Planning

Preparation

Breach

Attack



Tell-Tale Signs of Ideation
 Discuss with others
 Identify with other 

assassins
 Violence only alternative
 Fascination with weapons
 Fixation on anniversaries
 Allusions to violence, 

verbal or written
 Threatening, intimidating 

behavior

Grievance

Ideation

Research/Planning

Preparation

Breach

Attack



Tell-Tale Signs of Research/Planning
 Stalking
 Target Research
 Suspicious Inquiries
 Information Gathering
 Surveillance
 Testing Security

Grievance

Ideation

Research/Planning

Preparation

Breach

Attack



Tell-Tale Signs of Preparation
 Acquire Weapon
 Assemble Equipment
 Arrange Transportation
 Observe Significant Dates
 Conduct Final-Act Behaviors
 Costume

Grievance

Ideation

Research/Planning

Preparation

Breach

Attack



Tell-Tale Signs of Breach

 Circumventing Security
 Lethal Approach
 Surreptitious Approach

Grievance

Ideation

Research/Planning

Preparation

Breach

Attack



Grievance

Ideation

Research/Planning

Preparation

Breach

Attack



 Motives for Violence
 Homicidal Ideas, Violent Fantasies or 

Preoccupation
 Violent Intentions and Expressed Threats
 Weapons Skill and Access
 Pre-Attack Planning and Preparation
 Stalking or Menacing Behavior
 Current Job Problems
 Extreme Job Attachment



 Loss, Personal Stressors and Negative Coping
 Entitlement and Other Negative Traits
 Lack of Conscience and Irresponsibility
 Anger Problems
 Depression and Suicidality
 Paranoia and Other Psychotic Symptoms
 Substance Abuse
 Isolation



 History of Violence, Criminality, and Conflict
 Domestic/Intimate Partner Violence
 Situational and Organizational Contributors 

to Violence
 Stabilizers and Buffers Against Violence
 Organizational Impact of Real or Perceived 

Threats



 Previous Violence
 Young Age at First Violent Incident
 Relationship Instability
 Employment Problems
 Substance Use Problems
 Major Mental Illness
 Psychopathy
 Early Maladjustment
 Personality Disorder
 Prior Supervision Failure



 Lack of Insight
 Negative Attitudes
 Active Symptoms of Major Mental Illness
 Impulsivity
 Unresponsive to Treatment



 Plans Lack Feasibility
 Exposure to Destabilizers
 Lack of Personal Support
 Noncompliance with Remediation Attempts
 Stress





 No real safe area
 Unpredictable threat 

level
 Periodic unpredictable 

re-exposure to high 
stress moments



 Adaptation to 
dangerous 
environments

 Exposure to actual 
threats/trauma

 Cumulative stress:
 moderate stress for 

extended period
 loss of resiliency



 Financial problems
 Guard and Reserve with 

employment and business 
problems

 Physical/environmental 
conditions

 General case of helplessness 
and/or hopelessness

 Disconnect from established 
support systems, faith 
communities



2003



2006



2006





A Hero’s Welcome Home…

…And Then What?



Deployment will change people . . . 
the question is how?

“110 vs. 220”



 Changes in Thinking

 Changes in “Feelings:”  Emotions 
and Physiology

 Changes in Physiology



Increased Anxiety and Physiological 
Arousal

No teeth

No claws

Slow

40 lbs of meat

Snack Food

We humans like to think of ourselves as a big dominant 
predator.

http://rds.yahoo.com/S=96062883/K=lion/v=2/l=IVI/*-http:/www.thebigcats.com/wall/lion/lion04_1024.jpg
http://rds.yahoo.com/S=96062883/K=human+DaVinci/v=2/l=IVI/*-http:/webenhanced.lbcc.edu/artck/art2cr/Practices/Test 3/slides/07davinci.jpg


Our biological wiring is more consistent with 
that of a prey species rather than that of a 

predator species.

http://rds.yahoo.com/S=96062883/K=gazelle/v=2/l=IVI/*-http:/www.rit.edu/~andpph/a-africa/gazelle-1.jpg


Example of Stress Response

Soldiers drive down the middle of the road 
at full speed, being very aware of parked 
cars, debris, overpasses, etc.



Danger was so unpredictable that driving down any road their 
body/brain prepared for danger, whether danger was there or not.



Long after deployment, veterans experience driving-
related stress, fear, rage, and/or a “need for speed.”



According to and 
Adapted from the 

DSM-IV





 “After”—not necessarily something you 
brought into the situation with you

 Not a “character flaw”
 Not a “weakness”
 PTSD is as “human as it gets”





 Overwhelms ability to cope
 “Trauma is in the perception of the 

experiencer”
 All “Types” Count
 Primary
 Secondary
 Tertiary





 Survival Response to Real and/or Perceived 
Threat

 1 Physiological State, 3 Behavioral Options
 Fight
 Flight
 Freeze

 A “Mismatch” between desired and actual 
behavior can complicate meaning





 Interferes with Daily Life
 Impairs Function

 Difference between “normal” post-
deployment readjustment and PTSD:
 Symptom severity
 Symptom duration

Post-Deployment 
Readjustment PTSD



 Difficulty falling/staying asleep
 Irritability/anger outbursts
 Difficulty concentrating
 Hypervigilance
 Exaggerated startle



 Intrusive thoughts, images, perceptions
 Nightmares/distressing dreams
 Event recur/flashbacks
 Intense psychological distress with cue 

exposure
 Physiological reactivity upon cue exposure



 Avoid thoughts, feelings, conversations
 Avoid activities, places, people
 Inability to recall important aspect of trauma
 Diminished interest/participation in activities
 Feeling detached/estranged from others
 Restricted range of affect
 Foreshortened future



The more someone uses avoidance 
strategies to cope with the effects of 
trauma exposure, the more likely it is 
that s/he will interrupt the natural 
psychological healing process and 
develop full PTSD.

The more one avoids, the 
worse it likely will get.





Things to Watch For and 
What to Make of Them



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention Heart Rate data for fit combat ready troops; impact of 100 bpmWhat happens over time?















Presenter
Presentation Notes
BOOM!  What might seem like a “little” event to a normal person is enough to put the heightened person over the top. . .It is important to track how someone is responding along the way as we use our threat mgmt strategies—a minor intervention in our eyes might be enough to set off a person who has heightened responding if we aren’t accurate in our assessment of where they are on the stress scale. . .Cumulative Effects of stress over time = increased likelihood for affective violenceAfter a while, you burn up the chemicals required to maintain high sustained levels of arousal, going “numb.”  Note that “numb” in context of violent behavior is easily assessed as “predatory.”  Notice that a normative reaction is to become more in the line of things we’d assess in civilian sector as “predatory”It may be easier to assess someone as being at risk for predatory violence—let’s go through the criteria and evaluate





•Names have been changed to protect identities
•Court case is pending
•Dates are given on an accurately scaled, but 
generic, timeline with Deployment defining “Zero”



 High School education; stable childhood
 Early substance use, stopped on his own
 No reported trauma prior to deployment
 Military Career
 Enlisted age 22 years; served 23 years
 Active Duty and National Guard
 Achieved rank of E7 (Platoon Sergeant)

 Second marriage
 Three children living with him from his 

previous marriage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stable job, reported as good employee



3 months prior to deployment
 Physical altercation at a bar with ex-wife’s 

husband over disciplining of children 
 Jim denying physical altercation
 Mild intoxication 
 Jim followed with report alleging ex-wife’s 

husband abusive towards children



Preparing to die
 Last Will
 Statements about not coming back
 Respect of his personnel



Combat Tour
 Served 14 months in Iraq 
 Platoon Sgt, Rank E7
 Numerous fire fights, daily convoys
 Confirmed intense combat involvement
 Significant personnel loss 
 Received Combat Infantry Badge



6-12 months after deployment
 Wife stated he had "changed" since 

deployment:
 Nightmares included thrashing around and hitting in 

sleep
 Isolation included avoiding family events and outings
 Increased anger
 Carried gun with him
 Cried at times
 Wife expressed she was afraid of him

 Second marriage ends in divorce ; left marriage 
with only a car



1 month after deployment
 Enrolled in VA Care  
 Identified shoulder pain, LBP and tinnitus 

from combat exposure 
 Experiencing depression since returning from 

Iraq
 Appointments scheduled for mental health 

and primary care provider in 2-month period 
following enrollment: No Show for all 
appointments



21 months after deployment
 SPD- Jim texting ex-wife over visitation  
 No threats
 Cooperative
 Warned not to text ex anymore



23months after deployment-1st Contact 
 SPD- Jim texted ex-wife
 Wife intimidated over past comments about killing 

Iraqis and thinking they were her
 Came to door in camos and with knife in sheath
 Not cooperative in arrest, tased
23 months after deployment-2nd Contact
 SPD- Jim texting ex-wife
 Let her know he had their child
 Was cooperative with police, willingly came in to 

get citation
 Completely different person than last contact



2 yrs, 4 months after deployment
 Compensation and Pension examination 
 Dx with PTSD and receives 80% service 

connection
3 yrs, 1 month after deployment
 Primary Care Appointment for arm and 

shoulder pain
 Requests mental health services
 Denies any substance abuse problems



3 yrs, 2 months after deployment
 SPD-Contacted at gas station, gave false name
 K-Bar knife and loaded semi-auto handgun in 

vehicle under seat
 Not cooperative, but no resistance
 Arrested for GFI, CCW, PCS-Meth, less than 1 oz 

marijuana  
 Angry at VA-Not helping him, too far to drive for 

nothing
2 yrs, 9 months through 5 yrs, 8 months
 Complaints of chronic pain
 Frequent no shows for scheduled appointments



3 yrs, 4 months after deployment
 SPD-Arrested for menacing/harassment of 

daughter
 Arguing over Jim allowing stripper to stay at 

house, presence of meth
 Jim not giving info
 No contact order with daughter/grandkids
4 yrs, 5 months after deployment
 SPD- Jim intoxicated, yelling into apartment 

wanting to talk to female
 Left on own



4 yrs, 6 months after deployment
 SPD-Dispute between Jim and ex’s husband
 Jim cooperative
 Taped conversation to avoid false allegations 

by other party
 Extremely calm and controlled-”tactical”



4 yrs, 9 months after deployment-1st Contact
 SPD- Jim's girlfriend’s ex (“John”) reporting Jim 

followed him, coinciding with custody hearing 
 Jim cooperative, not intoxicated-”tactical”
 Jim said John trying to get him in trouble 
4 yrs, 9 months after deployment-2nd Contact
 SPD-Stopped, DWS, DUII
 Cooperative, claiming all a trick and racial  
 Said medically retired, former platoon Sgt for 

SPD officers and diagnosed PTSD, pain  
 Taking Vicodin



4 yrs, 10 months after deployment-1st Contact
 SPD-Dispute between Jim's girlfriend and her ex over 

visitation.  
 Jim intoxicated, confronted John
 Not cooperative with officers, but not physically 

resisting
 Said next time we dealt with him we would have to 

put “many holes” in him and would be glad if we 
put him out of his misery and he would take as 
many of us with him as possible  

 Said killed many people in combat and could kill many 
more if he chose

 Arrested for menacing



4 yrs, 10 months after deployment
 Admitted to SATP from DUI arrest, spent 4 

months in jail
 Reports binge drinking to blackout
4 yrs, 10 months after deployment-2nd

Contact
 SPD-John reporting Jim and girlfriend 

drinking heavily around daughter 
 Jim appeared cooperative, but “guarded”



4 years, 11 months after deployment-1st

Contact
 SPD-Jim and girlfriend in verbal 

argument 
 Jim was drinking for the first time in a 

month
 Told to report to PO in the morning



4 yrs, 11 months after deployment
 Meets with Addiction Psychiatry
 Dating a woman who is involved in a custody 

battle with ex-husband
 Ex-husband making unfounded allegations about 

Jim, (e.g., domestic violence, child molestation)
 Increase stress and went to police for help on the 

false allegations
 Advised they could not help

 Unable to hold a job
 Reports thoughts of suicide by cop



4 years, 11 months after deployment-2nd

Contact
 SPD-Jim driving while suspended
 Said was arrested for DUII and thought was 

allowed to drive on temporary permit
 Cited



5 years after deployment-2 Contacts
 SPD-John alleging Jim abused daughter  
 Unfounded
 Jim cooperative but frustrated
 Hopeless and helpless, didn’t know what 

to do next



5 years after deployment
 Sporadic attendance in SATP
 Probation officer reports to SATP case 

manager: Jim made threats to police 
stating "I've killed people before and I can 
do it again. You can take me out with holes 
in my chest but I will take people with me." 

 Jim put in jail for 1 week for non-compliance 
with SATP treatment

 Probation supervision raised to a higher level



5 yrs, 1 month after deployment
 Continues to miss SATP appointments
 2 relapses with alcohol
 Referred to inpatient treatment in Roseburg, 

however. . . 
 Jim did not follow up with phone assessment, 

so not admitted to inpatient care



5 yrs, 3 months after deployment (2 
days prior to sentinel event. . .)

 Discharged from SATP for non-engagement





 SPD-Began as disturbance
 Low speed pursuit, high risk stop
 Very intoxicated
 Failed to comply with commands, continually 

simulated weapon
 Begged officers to shoot him
 Asked for officers from his unit
 Multiple furtive movements
 Beanbagged 18 times, many with no effect
 Finally stopped with beanbag rounds to knees



Combat in the 
Civilian Sector

At the Scene, Jim 
in Custody After 
Receiving 18 Bean 
Bag Rounds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
St. Christopher (?), Dog Tags, Tattoos, and Injuries:  An interesting commentary on the elements that comprise this returned soldier’s existence



At Emergency 
Room Receiving 
Care for NON 
FATAL Injuries 
(contact 
contusions and 
fractured hand)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I've attached some photos of Jim taken at the hospital after the incident.  It shows his injuries as a result of the beanbags and if nothing else shows his pain tolerance that his friends told me he developed in Iraq.  The DA asks that we hide his identity, so if we decide to use them we will need to crop the photos to hide his face.  It's too bad, as one of them shows him smiling as he shows off his wounds.Note Handcuffed to bed



 Believed wanting police to kill him
 Was pleading for specific officers to shoot 

him
 Jim contacted by officers from his unit while 

at hospital
 TAT contacted by officers on scene



Reported by his family and friends:
 Jim lost three soldiers in his command
 Said their names daily as a mantra, mourning 

them after his return from Iraq
 Feelings of guilt for having survived when they 

did not
 Incredible pain tolerance
 Severe Nightmares, hypervigilance
 Employment problems
 Obsessed with combat, pictures on computer
 Drilled kids to clean and (re)assemble weapons



SE through + 1 month
 Staffed at TAT 3 days after SE
 TAT-VA, DA, LE, Mental Health, DVA, Courts, 

Parole/Probation
 Hold in custody pending coordination of 

resources
 Court reviews
 Orchestrate Courts and Treatment
 Reunite with family/friends



+ 18 days
VJO received call from Veteran's roommate, 

daughter and his girlfriend after meeting with TAT
 Reported that he was in jail, injured with broken hand 

and not receiving care
 VJO made contact and completed an assessment in 

jail
 Jail was unable to cast Veteran's broken hand (could 

be a possible weapon)  
 Veteran related he had difficulty in engaging in SATP 

treatment before because the drive up the I-5 corridor 
was triggering for his PTSD and he had a hard time 
keeping it "together" when he would get to the clinic



+ 18 days
Plan developed:
 Veteran to immediately go to VA Emergency 

for evaluation and care of broken hand upon 
release

 Admit to EBPTU in Seattle for PTSD 
stabilization

 Roseburg Inpatient substance abuse 
treatment

 Palo Alto Inpatient PTSD treatment



+ 1 through 2 months
 Followed as an outpatient at VA and Vet 

Center in between programs
 Hand is cast and receives therapy to help 

healing
 Final medical outcome positive and did not 

require anticipated surgery to repair



+ 2 months
 Admitted to EBTPU Seattle
 Admission GAF 35
+ 3 months
 Admitted to Roseburg Inpatient Substance 

Abuse Treatment Program
 Admission GAF 35
+4 months
 Admitted to Menlo Park Inpatient Treatment for 

PTSD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LINDA:  Aug 18 and Sept 20 admissions to EBTPU—is that correct?



+ 10 months
 Re-engaged with Portland SATP services and 

Vet Center
 Admission GAF 70
+12 months
 Actively engaged with SATP treatment, 

groups and Vet Center counseling 
+13 months
 Case most likely to be resolved with a plea 

bargain
 No further jail time likely to be required



+ 1 through +13 months
 Jim had five more contacts with SPD, all 

accusations by girlfriend’s ex
 No further arrests
 Contacts with SPD have been positive
 Court case still pending
 Jim wants to be a “poster child” for what 

could and should be done



But wait. . . There’s more. . .





 Educate front line personnel of threat 
assessment and access to resources

 Watch for “red flags” of returning vets and 
put inhibitors in place and change their 
situation

 Balance management strategies with holding 
individuals accountable

 Mobilize as many resources as you need to 
accomplish the task

 Don’t Give Up!!!!!



 Be GENUINE
 Utilize trusted others, data
 HIPAA and “Life or Limb”

 Be flexible with exerting authority
 Allow Soldier/Veteran as much control as 

possible
 Challenge and address personal bias(es) 
 Unite against a common foe
 Emphasize Common Ground, Similarities



 Be GI Joe:  “Knowing is Half the Battle”
 Mindfulness:  Observe, Describe, Non-Judgment
 Challenge Automatic Thoughts
 Remember:  Thoughts Are Not [Necessarily] Actions

Thoughts

Feelings:  Emotions and 
Physiological Arousal

Actions



 Re-state/recap what they have said (“Tell me 
if I’m understanding you correctly”)

 Validate their feelings
 Keep them informed of steps along the way
 Allow time when possible
 Reduce immediate sensory inputs
 Focus on lowering physiological arousal 

through deliberate calming techniques

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Feedback from veterans with PTSD who have had contact with LE, stated being told what was going to happen helped them cooperate and lowered their anger and fear - Linda





 VA Crisis Hotline:  1-800-273-TALK (8255)
 US Dept of Veterans Affairs  www.va.gov
 VA Benefits: 1.800.827.1000
 Beneficiaries: 1.877.294.6380
 Education (GI Bill): 1.888.442.4551
 Health Care Benefits: 1.877.222.8387

 Local VA Medical Centers Facility Finder: 
http://www2.va.gov/directory/guide/home.asp?
isflash=1

 Vet Centers http://www.vetcenter.va.gov/
 TriCare (TriWest)  1-888-874-9378
 Military One Source  1-800-464-8107

http://www.va.gov/
http://www2.va.gov/directory/guide/home.asp?isflash=1
http://www2.va.gov/directory/guide/home.asp?isflash=1
http://www.vetcenter.va.gov/


Lynn M. Van Male, PhD
Lynn.vanmale@va.gov
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